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n fascinated
d by mistak
kes. As hum
man beings,, we share several thin
ngs
I have always been
mon; making
g mistakes is one of th
hem. The va
ast majorityy of the time
e we blunder
in comm
into misttakes innoc
cently. Obviously, if we
e could see
e mistakes ccoming, we
e would take
e
steps to avoid them
m. The mistake is usua
ally like a m
mouse trap tthat is sprung on us w
while
our focu
us was on something else.
e
The inte
eresting thin
ng is how we
w react afte
er a mistake
e. It is here
e that I learn
ned a greatt
lesson in
n leadership and trust. The lesso
on came ye
ears ago wh
hen I was a young
manage
er. I was in Japan negotiating a deal
d
for som
me equipme
ent. I had in
nadvertentlyy left
some material on a table while
e a group went
w
out forr lunch. Som
me of the m
material wou
uld
have been damagin
ng to our ne
egotiating position
p
if itt were leake
ed to the otther side. U
Upon
returning
g from lunc
ch, I realize that I had left things in
n a state where they ccould have
been copied and la
ater used ag
gainst us. I did not kno
ow if anybo
ody actuallyy did copy ssome
pages, but
b I felt horrrible aboutt my lapse.
Upon returning to the home offfice in the US, I imme
ediately rep
ported to myy boss's offfice
d, "Dick, you would never know th
his if I didn't tell you, b
but I made a mistake w
when
and said
I was in Japan this week." He looked up at me with a smirk and said, "Wh
hatd'ya do?
?" I
ed my lapse
e in detail. He
H said, "Yo
ou're right, Bob. That'ss not the sm
martest thin
ng
explaine
you ever did, but I am
a very gra
ateful you told me." Frrom that mo
oment on, I felt a much
h
evel of trustt and respe
ect for me in
n the eyes o
of my boss. I believe itt gave my
higher le
career a significantt and lasting
g boost.
The key
y point in the
e above les
sson was th
hat he reallyy would nevver have kn
nown anyth
hing
about it if I had not admitted th
he gaff. It was
w the unp
prompted ad
dmission th
hat spoke m
much
han the sin. Since then
n I have stu
udied the im
mpact of ad
dmitting misstakes for
louder th
leaders, and come away with some obse
ervations.
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Let’s suppose that I have gathered several leaders into a room and asked them to
answer the following question: “After you make a mistake, in terms of maximizing
respect for you, is it better to admit it or try to finesse it?”
Most leaders would say admitting the mistake has a much greater probability of
increasing respect. The irony is that when subsequently a mistake is made, most of
these same leaders choose to hide it or blame someone else. The real conundrum is
that if you were to tap the leader on the shoulder at that time, you would hear “I did not
want to admit my mistake because I was afraid people would lose respect for me.”
This situation illustrates that intellectually, most leaders know how to improve respect
and trust after a mistake, but many of them tend to not act that way when there is an
opportunity to apply it in the field. It seems illogical. Perhaps in the heat of the moment,
leaders lose their perspective to the degree that they will knowingly do things that take
them in the opposite direction from where they want to go. I believe it is because they
are ashamed of making a mistake.
When you admit an error, it has an incredibly positive impact on trust because it is
unexpected. Perhaps this is one of the differences between IQ and Emotional
Intelligence. Intellectually, leaders know the best route to improve trust, but emotionally
they are not mature or confident enough to take the risk. When you admit an error, it
has a positive impact on trust because it is unexpected. As Warren Bennis in Old Dogs:
New Tricks noted, “All the successful leaders I’ve met learned to embrace error and to
learn from it.”
Respect is not always increased if a mistake is admitted. For example, here are three
circumstances where admitting a mistake would reduce respect and trust:
1. If this was the third time you had made the same mistake
2. If the mistake was so stupid it reveals you as being clueless
3. If the mistake was made in an effort to hurt someone.
If you find yourself making these kinds of mistakes, it would be wise to reconsider if you
are right for a leadership position at all. The vast majority or mistakes are honest lapses
where something unexpected happened. For these so-called "honest" mistakes, it is far
better to admit them and ask for forgiveness than to try to finesse the situation or blame
others or circumstances. It is a tangible demonstration of your integrity, and that
improves trust.
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